ABSTRACT A Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) of a DNA sequence containing a CA repeat produces a main band but also several shadow bands that differ by 2 base pairs below the main band. In the experiments described in this paper, these shadow bands were excised from a DNA sequencing gel and directly sequenced. It was found that the sequence in the CA repeat was ambiguous. However, the sequence 5' and 3' to the CA repeat was clear and unambiguous. It is proposed that the shadow bands are generated by 2 base pair random deletions in the CA repeat region. During this process the sequence becomes 'scrambled' only in the CA repeat region. The shadow bands were shown to occur during the PCR since the genomic DNA template did not contain the shadow bands. It is probable that the shadow bands arise by slippage during the PCR. It is predicted that a thermostable DNA polymerase with a high processivity would greatly reduce the occurrence of shadow bands.
INTRODUCTION
The use of polymorphic microsatellite DNA sequences has become extremely important in genetic mapping studies and also in the diagnosis of human genetic diseases (1,2). The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is in widespread use in the analysis of polymorphic microsatellite DNA sequences. The combination of PCR and DNA sequencing gels has greatly improved the efficiency of analysis of the polymorphic microsatellite DNA sequences (3) . However, with the mono-, di-and sometimes trinucleotide repeats, the presence of 'shadow' bands can complicate analysis of the alleles. In the case of the CA repeat, in addition to the main PCR product band, shadow bands are seen 2 bp (and multiples of 2 bp) below the main band (3) . The presence of these shadow bands is especially troublesome if the alleles differ by 2 bp.
Because of the importance of PCRs with dinucleotide repeats, we analysed the sequences present in these shadow bands. If the mechanism by which these shadow bands are produced could be determined, then measures to remove or reduce their occurrence can be taken.
We utilised a CA repeat that is found in the 3'-untranslated region of the dystrophin gene (4, 5) . This CA repeat can be used in family linkage analysis for the detection of defective dystrophin genes ie. in the diagnosis of Duchenne or Becher Muscular Dystrophy (6) . We have recently developed a method for the direct sequencing of PCR products containing a dinucleotide repeat (7) . Previously DNA sequencing on the 5' side of a dinucleotide repeat was ambiguous. With our technique a clear and unambiguous sequence can be obtained on the 5' side of a dinucleotide repeat sequence.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A CA repeat, that is found at the 3'-end of the human dystrophin gene, was amplified by the PCR. This PCR was devised by Beggs and Kunkel (5) and was performed with the minor modifications described in Murray et al (7) . The oligonucleotide primers were 5 '-GAAAGATTGTAAACTAAAGTGTGC-3' (nucleotides 11657 -11680 in the dystrophin cDNA sequence (8) ) and 5 '-GG-ATGCAAAACAATGCGCTGCCTC-3' (nucleotides 11789-11766) (5) .
The PCR (using non-labelled oligonucleotides) was carried out on DNA that had been purified (9) from the blood of a male individual who possessed the A2 allele. The cold PCR products were purified by the method of Murray et al (7) and used in the DNA sequencing studies. The cold PCR products were run on a 6% DNA sequencing gel in a lane next to 5'-[32P]-labelled PCR product (one oligonucleotide primer was 5'-[32P]-labelled with [-y-32P]ATP) that was used as a size marker. After location of the PCR products on the gel by autoradiography, the main band was excised together with gel pieces each one base pair below the main band. The DNA was eluted from each of these gel pieces by soaking at 48°C for 1 hr in 300 ,ul of 300 mM Na acetate. After ethanol precipitation and resuspension in 20 yl of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 2 Al was taken for each DNA sequencing reaction.
The purified PCR fractions were directly sequenced by a thermal cycling/Taq DNA polymerase procedure (7, 10 In this study the DNA that was aimplified bx PCR contained following dinucleotide repeat at the 3'-end ot thc dystrophin gene-(CA),TA(CA)7-w\hich cor-respoinds to the illost comlillon A2 allele (7) . Figure I shows the results of dideoxx T Figure 3 (a) shows the results of a linear amplification on human genomic DNA. An oligonucleotide primer was extended through the CA repeat up to the Dra I restriction enzyme site. This is the same CA repeat sequence that was amplified by PCR in the experiments described above and the oligonucleotide primer utilised is the same as one of the oligonucleotides used for the PCR.
Lanes 1 to 4 and 9 of Figure 3 (a) show the bands that were produced. By reference to the dideoxy sequencing lanes, the size of the bands can be ascertained. The bands are actually doublets differing by bp -this because the 'terminal transferase' activity of Taq DNA polymerase adds one base to the 3'-end of the product (7, 12 
DISCUSSION
A PCR of a DNA sequence containing a CA dinucleotide repeat produced shadow bands that occurred in multiples of 2 bps below the main product band. We have sequenced several of these shadow bands. We found that the DNA sequence in the CA repeat region was 'scrambled' in the shadow bands. However, the DNA We have determined that the DNA template for the PCR-the human genomic DNA-does not contain these shadow bands.
The Linear Amplification method uses only the genomic DNA as a template and hence can determine whether shadow bands are present in the genomic DNA template. Thus the DNA template can be eliminated as a source of the shadow bands. This implies that the shadow bands arise during the PCR.
There is also the possibility, not excluded in our experiments. that the extra Ts in the sequencing lanes (Figure 2, lanes 8 and  12) are due to base substitution during the PCR process. We do not believe that this mechanism is very likely since these T base substitutions are not generated elsewhere in the CA repeat and their occurrence is always linked to 2 bp (or a 4 bp) deletion.
There are several explanations for the occurrence of the shadow bands. In this Discussion two mechanisms will be focused on: slippage and recoinbinationi.
Slippage can occur during the process of chain elongation by Taq DNA polymerase (13, 14, 15) . If there is a pause during elongation when the DNA polymerase becomes detached from the DNA (a pause site is seen at bp 1730 in the sequence), then strand separation at the CA region can occur-followed by looping of the template strand and 'jumping' of an integral number of CA repeats. There are more opportunities for the template to loop because it is longer than the strand being elongated. Since only shorter shadow bands are seen, this implies that looping out of the template is the main mechanism for the production of shadow bands. (Looping out of the strand being elongated would produce longer shadow bands).
In mechanism that we have named recombination, partially extended PCR products can hybridise to another template but are 'out of register' in the CA repeat region. If these products are extended, then they will be of a different size (by a multiple of 2 bps) from the main band. This 'recombination' has been demonstrated between templates containing a common DNA sequence (16) . This process is promoted by damage to the DNA template. If 'recombination' is a common event, this would have serious implications for multiplexed PCRs since extra products would complicate the analysis of products One extra clue to the mechanism of occurrence of the shadow bands is the absence of shadow bands with tetranucleotide repeats (17) . Since the shorter dinucleotide repeats have the shadow bands, it implies that these sequences can adopt unusual DNA conformations that assist in the production of shadow bands. For this reason we believe that slippage, rather recombination, is the mechanism that results in the shadow bands. In addition, the recombination mechanism should allow equal production of longer and shorter shadow bands. Since this does not occur, the slippage mechanism is more likely.
Is there a way to remove or reduce the incidence of shadow bands? Both the slippage and the recombination mechanisms require that there is a pause in DNA replication. Taq DNA polymerase has a processivity of approximately 40 (18). A more processive thermostable DNA polymerase could result in the reduction (or elimination) of the shadow bands.
